
Center of Mass

Mass Shift During Acceleration

If unaccounted for, will compress the 
rear suspension, resulting in “bob”

Variable wheel travel path
Provides for great square edge bump 
performance allowing the bike to maintain 
momentum over rough terrain and also 
resulting in great traction on climbs. 

category

+

Fully active braking 
No braking effect on the suspension means 
that the rear wheel can maintain contact and 
traction with the ground under braking. This 
results in more control and the ability to brake 
even later into the corner without skidding or 
hopping of the rear wheel.

Incredible frame stiffness 
A one piece rear triangle (and oversize pivots on our 
short dual links) means that pivots will last longer and 
your ride will be more precise.  No flex means more 
power to the ground and a more efficient ride. 

Position sensitive anti-squat
Pedaling forces will not cause the suspension to squat 
or bob under power. Nor does it require any levers, 
buttons or gadgets to achieve this.  You are free to 
enjoy the ride and have the bike adapt to a wide 
variety of terrain and conditions.

More travel per category
With Pivot design and dw-link’s anti squat 
characteristics, we can achieve all these things with 
no downside, making your Pivot a much more 
versatile machine.  Our goal is to stretch the 
boundaries of what is possible so you truly can 
have a Pivot bike (or bikes) that improves your 
experience riding the trails you love most, but also 
enabling you to push your boundaries and enjoy a 
wider range of riding conditions and terrain then 
you ever thought possible with a single bike.

Suspension Vision
With dw-link we could achieve all of these goals and more:

Achieve a high quality suspension feel with fully active braking.

Achieve higher levels of frame stiffness then have previously been 
achievable in a lightweight suspension design.

Improve on square edge bump absorption over current suspension designs.  
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Benefits of Pivot and the DW-Link


